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Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., is a China-based company that designs, manufactures, and sells telecommunications network equipment and devices. Founded in 1987, the company has grown from a small reseller of imported telephone switches into a multinational conglomerate with revenues of $138 billion in 2020 and a presence in over 170 countries. Huawei is estimated to be the largest of the four major global network equipment makers, which also include Finnish firm Nokia, Swedish firm Ericsson, and Zhong Xing Telecommunication Equipment (ZTE), a Chinese firm that is partially state-owned.

For more than two decades, U.S. government officials have raised national and economic security concerns about Huawei, citing its ties to the Chinese government and military, sanctions violations and unfair trade practices, preferential Chinese policies and financing that enabled its expansion globally, and the potential for espionage or sabotage of U.S. and global networks. With the emergence of fifth-generation (5G) telecommunications technologies that enable greater connectivity among billions of personal, business, and industrial devices and networks, U.S. concerns have become more pronounced.

There has been support in Congress for policies and restrictions aimed at securing U.S. networks and supply chains, and limiting Huawei’s presence in global networks. In 2017, Congress passed legislation restricting the use of Huawei equipment in certain Department of Defense (DOD) networks. In 2018, it prohibited U.S. agencies from obtaining equipment, systems, and services that use Huawei equipment or services as a substantial or critical component, and prohibited the use of federal grants and loans for Huawei products. In 2019, the Department of Justice (DOJ) charged Huawei and its officials with financial fraud and sanctions violations. The Department of Commerce (DOC) subsequently added Huawei to the Entity List—a trade restriction list published by DOC’s Bureau of Industry and Security—requiring companies to obtain a license to export goods to Huawei. In 2020, DOJ charged Huawei with racketeering, conspiracy to steal trade secrets, and sanction violations; DOC tightened restrictions on exports, limiting Huawei’s access to foreign-produced semiconductors made with U.S. technologies; and Congress provided $1.9 billion to remove Huawei equipment from U.S. networks.

The Biden Administration upheld the Huawei-related restrictions imposed by the Trump Administration and tightened restrictions on sales of semiconductors for 5G devices. However, both Administrations allowed over $60 billion in transactions between U.S. firms and Huawei, which some lawmakers have questioned. The 117th Congress has acted to prohibit future use of Huawei equipment in the United States. P.L. 117-55 requires the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to adopt rules clarifying it will no longer review or issue equipment licenses to companies that pose a national security threat, which include Huawei. Members have proposed legislation requiring DOC to certify certain conditions before removing Huawei from the Entity List (S. 568 and H.R. 4561). Other bills contain similar certifications, add certain Huawei affiliates to the Entity List, and require DOC to report on license applications and approvals (H.R. 1595 and H.R. 4792). S. 1260, which passed the Senate in June 2021, contains similar certifications and would also provide funding to bolster U.S. semiconductor manufacturing; foster the development of secure and trusted telecommunications technologies and supply chains; promote initiatives to increase U.S. participation in standards development bodies; and develop partnerships and programs to counter Huawei’s global expansion.

As Congress considers new restrictions on Huawei, it may seek to examine the impact of the existing restrictions on national security, foreign policy, and the economic competitiveness of U.S. firms and develop policies that balance objectives in each of these areas. U.S. policies and restrictions require agencies and businesses to identify and remove Huawei equipment from telecommunications networks and to scrutinize supply chains, which many experts see as a necessary step to improving U.S. network security. However, some U.S. agencies argue the restrictions could disrupt U.S. agency work, businesses, and services to consumers, citing implementation challenges and the mandated timelines for compliance. Additionally, some experts warn the restrictions could reduce revenues for some U.S. suppliers to Huawei and lead to reduced funding for research and development, affecting U.S. competitiveness. China experts note that the restrictions may trigger retaliatory action by the Chinese government, which could move to exclude U.S. firms from the Chinese market and supply chains.
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Introduction

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., is a China-based company that designs, manufactures, and sells telecommunications network equipment and devices. For more than two decades, U.S. government officials have raised national and economic security concerns with Huawei, citing its ties to the Chinese government and military, preferential Chinese policies and financing that enabled its growth and expansion globally, and the potential for espionage. There has been support in Congress for policies that prohibit use of Huawei equipment in U.S. networks, restrict Huawei’s access to U.S. technologies, and promote the development and use of secure and trusted network equipment in the United States and globally.


In January 2019, the Department of Justice (DOJ) brought criminal charges against Huawei and its officials for financial fraud and sanctions violations. On May 15, 2019, President Trump signed Executive Order 13873, Securing the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Services Supply Chain, prohibiting the purchase or use of any ICT produced by entities controlled by a foreign adversary that could create a risk of sabotage or catastrophic effects on critical infrastructure, and declaring a national emergency in regard to this threat. While the executive order does not mention Huawei specifically, it directs the Department of Commerce (DOC) to identify technologies or countries that may warrant particular scrutiny and establish procedures to license transactions to mitigate concerns.

On May 21, 2019, in response to the criminal charges, DOC added Huawei and 68 of its affiliates to the Entity List—a trade restriction list published by DOC’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS). In its announcement, DOC stated that it reasonably believes the company to be involved

4 For example, see P.L. 116-124 and S. 604.
in activities contrary to the national security or foreign policy interest of the United States. DOC, as the agency responsible for governing the export and re-export of certain commodities, including technology and software, administers the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). The EAR impose licensing requirements on exports of certain products, buyers, and end destinations, and DOC generally limits the availability of licenses for exports involving people or organizations on the Entity List. On May 22, 2019, DOC created a Temporary General License (TGL) allowing some transactions to continue for 90 days, including operations of current networks, support to existing devices, cybersecurity research and disclosure to Huawei of security vulnerabilities, and engagement in 5G standards development bodies. From May 2019 through August 2020, DOC amended its rules, tightening restrictions on exports to Huawei, and extending the TGL several times.

In February 2020, DOJ charged Huawei with racketeering and theft of trade secrets, among other things. In March 2020, Congress prohibited entities from using federal subsidies to purchase telecommunications equipment that poses a national security threat, which includes Huawei equipment, created a program to “rip and replace” untrusted equipment in U.S. networks (P.L. 116-124), and later appropriated $1.9 billion for the program (P.L. 116-260, §901). In May 2020, DOC amended its rules, imposing additional controls over certain foreign-produced items. The rule applies specifically to Huawei and its listed non-U.S. affiliates, and intends to “restrict Huawei’s ability to use U.S. technology and software to design and manufacture its semiconductors abroad.” In August 2020, DOC added several Huawei affiliates to the Entity List, discontinued the TGL, and tightened restrictions on use of U.S. technologies and software for foreign-made products manufactured for Huawei or its listed affiliates.

---

8 BIS, “Addition of Entities to the Entity List,” 84 Federal Register 22961, May 21, 2019. (Note: DOC’s End User Review Committee (ERC), composed of representatives of the Departments of Commerce, State, Defense, Energy, and where appropriate, the Treasury, makes determinations to place entities on the Entity List.)

9 See 15 C.F.R. §734.3, “Items Subject to Export Administration Regulations.”


11 15 C.F.R. subchapter C, parts 730-774.


16 BIS, “Addition of Huawei Non-U.S. Affiliates to the Entity List, the Removal of Temporary General License, and Amendments to General Prohibition Three (Foreign-Produced Direct Product Rule),” 85 Federal Register 51602, August 20, 2020. (Specifically, the rule applies to “foreign-produced items that are: the direct product of certain U.S. technology or software or produced by any plant or major component of a plant that is located outside the United States, when the plant or major component of a plant itself is a direct product of certain U.S-origin technology or software; when the foreign-produced item will be incorporated into, or will be used in the ‘production’ or ‘development’ of any ‘part,’ ‘component,’ or ‘equipment’ produced, purchased, or ordered by Huawei or its listed non-U.S. affiliates; or Huawei or its listed non-U.S affiliates is a party to any transaction involving the foreign-produced item, e.g., as a ‘purchaser,’ ‘intermediate consignee,’ ‘ultimate consignee,’ or ‘end-user.’” DOC cites the Export Control Reform Act of 2018 (ECRA), 50 U.S.C. Sections 4801-4852 as the legal basis for BIS’s authority under which BIS issues this rule.)
While DOC permitted some transactions under the TGL, it imposed a license requirement for the export of other items to Huawei and its affiliates, including 5G technologies.\(^\text{17}\) DOC adopted a “presumption of denial” policy, meaning DOC was unlikely to approve license requests.

The Biden Administration has upheld the policies of the Trump Administration, keeping Huawei on the Entity List and enforcing restrictions on 5G technologies. However, both Administrations approved some licenses, permitting some exports of U.S. products to Huawei—decisions that some lawmakers questioned.\(^\text{18}\) In October 2021, the House Foreign Affairs Committee released data from DOC stating that from November 9, 2020, to April 20, 2021, DOC approved licenses authorizing at least $61 billion in exports of technology to Huawei.\(^\text{19}\) In August 2021, DOC approved licenses authorizing exports of chips to Huawei for in-vehicle technologies, such as video screens and sensors, asserting that the chips are less sophisticated and pose less of a threat to U.S. foreign policy interests than more advanced 5G-capable chips.\(^\text{20}\)

In November 2021, Congress acted to further restrict Huawei equipment use in the United States. Congress passed, and the President signed, legislation requiring the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to adopt rules clarifying it would not authorize use of certain “covered” equipment in the United States,\(^\text{21}\) which includes Huawei equipment (P.L. 117-55). Other legislative proposals would require DOC to certify a company is not involved in activities contrary to U.S. national security or foreign policy interests before removing it from the Entity List (S. 568 and H.R. 4561). H.R. 1595 includes a similar certification, adds certain Huawei affiliates to the Entity List, and requires DOC to report on export license applications.

Other legislative proposals focus less on restrictions and more on bolstering the U.S. telecommunications industry to help ensure the United States stays competitive in the global technology market. S. 1260 would provide funding to strengthen the U.S. semiconductor industry, and support advanced telecommunications technology research and alternatives to Huawei (e.g., Open Radio Access Network or ORAN technology development).

Still other legislation focuses on promoting the use of secure and trusted telecommunications equipment globally. S. 604 would build international partnerships among democratic nations to promote legal compatibility and democratic values in technology governance, to “avoid ceding leadership to authoritarian regimes and risking the growth of anti-democratic norms and standards around technologies,” and promote coordination in investments to protect global networks. H.R.

---

\(^{17}\) For example, see DOC, “Export Administration Regulations: Amendments to General Prohibition Three (Foreign-Produced Direct Product Rule) and the Entity List,” 85 Federal Register 29849-29863, May 19, 2020 (imposing a control on certain “technology” or “software,” including millimeter wave or 5G technologies).


\(^{21}\) P.L. 117-55 states the FCC will no longer review applications for equipment that is on the list of “covered” communications equipment or services published by the FCC as directed under Section 2(a) of the Secure and Trusted Communications Networks Act of 2019 (47 U.S.C. 1601(a)). As directed in the act, the FCC published a list of covered equipment on March 12, 2021; see https://www.fcc.gov/supplychain/coveredlist.
3344 would provide project support and financing to certain Central and Eastern European nations to provide cost-effective alternatives to Huawei, and to improve global network security.

This report provides an overview of the global telecommunications market, a discussion of existing U.S. restrictions on Huawei, benefits and challenges in implementing restrictions, and considerations for Congress as it contemplates future policies concerning Huawei.

Global Telecommunications Networks and Equipment Market

This section provides brief background on network operators and ownership models in the United States and China, and on global network equipment manufacturers and their suppliers.

Network Operators and Ownership in the United States and China

In the United States, private-sector companies, such as AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, and many smaller telecommunications service providers, own and operate telecommunications networks. Network operators invest in their networks to improve coverage and service, retain existing customers, attract new customers, and increase revenue for the company and its shareholders. The U.S. government provides some subsidies for network operators serving high-cost areas through its Universal Service Fund (USF), and funding through federal grant programs, to help ensure telecommunications services are available and affordable throughout the country.


Prior to 1984, the U.S. government recognized AT&T as a natural monopoly providing a public good; in turn, the U.S. government limited AT&T’s rate-of-return (i.e., its profits). In 1984, in a DOJ antitrust suit, a U.S. District Court ordered AT&T to divest itself of subsidiaries—the Bell Operating Companies—providing local telephone service. The Bell Operating Companies were broken up into seven regional companies that would provide local service to ensure competition in the market. See Isaac J. Turk and Sabrina L. Montes, The U.S. Telecommunications Services Industry, Economics and Statistics Administration, August 1995, p. 11, at https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/media/2018/the_u.s._telecommunications_services_industry_assessing_competitive_advantage.pdf.

High-cost areas may be rural or remote areas where customers are limited and deployment costs are high. See CRS Report R46613, The Digital Divide: What Is It, Where Is It, and Federal Assistance Programs, by Colby Leigh Rachfal.

See Jon Swartz, “How the Infrastructure Bill’s $65 Billion in Broadband Spending Will Be Doled Out,” Market Watch, November 9, 2021 (discussing funding available through the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (P.L. 117-58)).

CRS Report R46780, Overview of the Universal Service Fund and Selected Federal Broadband Programs, coordinated by Patricia Moloney Figliola.
and Administration Commission of the State Council, a government entity, holds a majority of the shares in and supervises Big Three operations.29 The government selects the companies’ leaders, many of which have “links to the [Ministry of Information Industry and Technology], the Government, or the [Communist] Party.”30 The Chinese government establishes target returns and growth rates,31 and sets industry goals that align with Chinese national goals.32 Further, Chinese law requires domestic and foreign companies operating in China to create a Communist Party of China Committee within each company to promote national and “social responsibility” goals.33

Chinese operators continually upgrade their networks to improve coverage and service, retain customers, attract new customers, and increase revenue.34 However, as state-owned entities, they operate within a tightly controlled and closed domestic telecommunications market (one of the largest telecommunications markets in the world, in terms of subscribers),35 and are compelled to support government goals such as “lower prices, higher speed and better coverage,” at times ahead of growth and revenues.36

Global Network Equipment Manufacturers and Suppliers

To improve networks, operators purchase equipment from network equipment manufacturers. There are four major global network equipment makers: Chinese firm Huawei; Finnish firm Nokia; Swedish firm Ericsson; and Zhong Xing Telecommunication Equipment (ZTE), a Chinese firm that is partially state-owned. Huawei is the world’s largest network equipment maker, based on estimates from the Dell’Oro Group, a telecom analysis firm. In first half of 2021, Huawei held about 30% of the $90 billion global network equipment market, Nokia and Ericsson each held about 15%, and ZTE held about 10%, according to Dell’Oro.37


Network equipment makers develop and deploy end-to-end network solutions for network operators (e.g., design, installation, integration of hardware and software). While the United States does not have a major network equipment manufacturer that provides end-to-end network solutions, it has many companies that supply these major manufacturers with essential parts (e.g., chips, software, switches, and other hardware). For example, in 2018, Huawei announced that 33 of its top 92 suppliers were U.S. firms, and in 2019 said it had purchased about $11 billion in supplies from U.S. companies in the past year.

With the emergence of 5G technologies, industry analysts expect the equipment market to grow as network operators around the world upgrade networks. The Dell’Oro Group predicted the $90 billion equipment market to grow by 5% to 10% in 2021. Analysts expect operators to upgrade to 5G, and network equipment manufacturers and their suppliers, including U.S. firms, to benefit from increased 5G spending.

**Background on Huawei and U.S. Concerns with Huawei**

Since 2000, the U.S. government has raised concerns about Huawei, citing its ties to the Chinese government and military, sanction violations, theft of intellectual property, and other offenses. This section provides background on Huawei, and U.S. government concerns with Huawei.

**Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.**

In 1986, the Chinese government initiated plans to improve its telecommunications infrastructure to develop its economy. The government adopted a three-pronged policy to build its national telecommunications network, including: (a) direct import of equipment; (b) technological transfer and absorbing; and (c) indigenous innovation with the hope that the Chinese homegrown firms would eventually catch up with multinational giants.

---


imported telecommunications products, supported joint ventures between domestic and foreign firms, including U.S. firms, and permitted private ownership of high-technology businesses.

Ren Zhengfei, an engineer who served in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Engineering Corps, started Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. (Huawei) in 1987 as a private enterprise. Initially, Huawei sold imported telephone switches. By 1990, Huawei began making its own switches, and in 1993 released the C&C08, the most advanced digital switch in China at the time.

While Huawei asserts its research and development (R&D) investments led to the invention of the switch, some researchers assert that the Chinese government assisted in its development. Specifically, a consortium of Chinese government agencies shared with domestic firms knowledge gained from joint ventures—business partnerships between Chinese and foreign firms that required foreign firms to transfer knowledge in exchange for access to the market—including knowledge of advanced switches. Researchers say the shared knowledge helped domestic firms, including Huawei, “catch up” to foreign competitors. The C&C08 gained the attention of the PLA, which contracted with Huawei to supply its telecommunications network. The proceeds allowed Huawei to increase its R&D investments, develop new technologies, and expand in China, with the support and protection of the Chinese government.

In 1996, the Chinese government adopted policies to promote the development of domestic telecommunications technologies to counter the expansion of foreign firms in the Chinese telecommunications market, and to ensure security of Chinese networks. It ended special import

46 Ibid., pp. 318-321. (Discussing how foreign firms seeking to do business in China were required to form joint ventures with a local partner. The Chinese government required foreign firms to share their technologies and knowledge with Chinese firms to build indigenous capabilities.)
47 Firms, including Lucent, Intel, AT&T, Motorola, and IBM, were eager to enter the Chinese market, but also recognized the risks of joint ventures—specifically, that Huawei could gain insight into their technologies and business strategies and compete with them in the future. See Bruce Gilley, “Huawei’s Fixed Line to Beijing,” Far Eastern Economic Review, December 28, 2000, p. 95, at https://web.pdx.edu/~gilleyb/Huawei_FEER28Dec2000.pdf.
50 Switches are devices that enable the transmission (i.e., routing) of voice and data across telephone networks to facilitate communications between subscribers.
53 Ibid., p. 779.
55 Ibid.
57 Eric Harwit, “Building China’s Telecommunications Network: Industrial Policy and the Role of Chinese State-
policies for telecommunications products, moved away from using foreign technologies in its networks, and adopted policies favoring domestic technology firms. The government identified certain Chinese firms, including Huawei, as “national champions”—firms that could help it build a domestic telecommunications industry. National champions, including Huawei, received preferential policy treatment, access to low-cost financing, R&D funding, and tax benefits.

In 1998, the Chinese government established a “buy local” policy, and offered domestic firms, including Huawei, access to low-cost loans and low-cost financing for their customers. A number of researchers and journalists have attributed Huawei’s rise in the telecommunications equipment industry to this support from the Chinese government. Research in 1998 indicates “the Beijing headquarters of China Construction Bank lent Huawei [about $600 million] in buyer’s credit, representing 45% of the total such credit it extended that year.” Chinese government financing allowed Huawei to offer low-cost equipment and financing to customers, win contracts, and gain market share in China. For example, Huawei’s share of the Chinese switch market was about 20% in 1996 and grew to 42% in 2004, which scholars attribute to strong government support.

With revenues it earned from the Chinese market, Huawei expanded globally. By the end of 2001, Huawei had established offices in 45 countries, including the United States. In the first quarter

---


of 2009, analysts reported Huawei doubled its share of the global network equipment market to 15%, surpassing Alcatel-Lucent (14%) and coming in third behind Ericsson (33%) and Nokia-Siemens (21%).

By the end of 2009, Huawei surpassed Nokia in revenue to become the second-largest equipment maker in the world. In 2012, it surpassed Ericsson to become the largest.

Huawei asserts it was able to expand globally due to investments in R&D, improved products, low pricing, and customized service—an assertion supported by some carriers. However, many analysts attribute some of Huawei’s growth to Chinese government assistance.

Researchers at the Institute of Developing Economies, a Japanese research center affiliated with the Japan External Trade Organization, which conducts economic studies on developing regions, attributes Huawei’s growth to state-supported financing. According to its research, in 2004, the China Development Bank (CDB) provided Huawei a credit line of $10 billion, and the Export-Import Bank of China gave an additional $600 million to expand globally.

Researchers at the Center for American Progress, a U.S.-based public policy institute, assert Huawei “owes its rise to Chinese industrial policies that have suppressed global competition for nearly two decades,” and to state-supported financing. According to its research, the CDB provided an additional $30 billion in 2009 for Huawei’s expansion globally.

Scholars at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a Washington, D.C., public policy research center, found Huawei “slashed prices well below that of its competitors, purportedly sometimes by as much as 70 percent, and provided vendor-financed loans to their customers” to win global market share.

Some analysts attribute Huawei’s growth to questionable trade practices, including forced technology transfer. According to a July 2021 report by the Center for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET) at Georgetown University, “Huawei has also benefitted during its rise from the business environment fostered by Beijing that normalized technology transfer from foreign firms.” In addition to forced technology transfer, CSET also notes legal challenges by

75 Ibid. Table 1 provides a list of Huawei global equipment deals funded with Chinese state bank export financing.
77 Generally, when a government forces foreign businesses to share their technology in exchange for market access.
competitors, including U.S. firms Cisco Systems in 2003 and T-Mobile in 2014, accusing Huawei of theft of intellectual property.\textsuperscript{79}

A June 2020 report by the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF), a Washington, DC, think tank, attributes Huawei’s rise in the global market to “mercantilist Chinese government policies.”\textsuperscript{80} ITIF analysts assert Chinese government policies forced technology transfer from foreign firms through joint ventures, restricted foreign access to the Chinese market, incentivized purchase of domestic products, guaranteed domestic market share to Chinese firms, and provided low-cost government financing that allowed Huawei to undercut competitor pricing and contributed to its growth. Still other researchers say that Huawei’s success in the highly competitive global telecommunications market likely required “both high entrepreneurial achievements as well as state support.”\textsuperscript{81}

A key concern of the U.S. government centers on Huawei’s growing presence in global networks and the potential risk of espionage or sabotage by the Chinese government, using Huawei equipment. Huawei asserts that it is the most scrutinized technology company in the world and that since its founding in 1987, “not one of Huawei’s customers has ever experienced a major cybersecurity breach.”\textsuperscript{82} Nonetheless, some security experts caution that there is a possibility that the Chinese government could exploit a hidden vulnerability and allow theft of U.S. national security information, personal information, or intellectual property from U.S. businesses.\textsuperscript{83}

**U.S. Government Concerns with Huawei**

Huawei first attracted U.S. government attention in the early 2000s, when United Nations (UN) observers accused it of violating sanctions by providing fiber-optic technology and switching equipment to Iraq.\textsuperscript{84} The Chinese government applied to a UN sanctions committee in 1999 for approval for Huawei to supply Baghdad with telecommunications technologies. DOD raised concern that Iraq could use the technologies for military purposes; in response, the United States and United Kingdom placed holds on the contracts.\textsuperscript{85}

---


On December 11, 2001, China became a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), agreeing through its membership to remove trade barriers, open its markets to foreign companies and their exports, and update its legal framework to add transparency, predictability, and protections into business dealings. Subsequently, the Chinese equipment makers Huawei and ZTE sought to expand to the United States. However, when the companies attempted to win contracts with major U.S. network operators (e.g., AT&T, Verizon, Sprint), U.S. officials raised security concerns. In a 2010 letter to the FCC Chair, a bipartisan group of lawmakers stated, “We are very concerned that these companies are being financed by the Chinese government and are potentially subject to significant influence by the Chinese military, which may create an opportunity for manipulation of switches, routers, or software embedded in American telecommunications network so that communications can be disrupted, intercepted, tampered with, or purposely misrouted.”

Shortly thereafter, the parties abandoned the deals. Huawei also pursued acquisitions of U.S. technology firms; however, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) identified national security concerns, and the parties abandoned the deals before CFIUS recommended that the President block the transactions. While Huawei was unsuccessful in its attempts to secure a contract with a major U.S. telecommunications provider, or to acquire U.S. technology firms, it was successful in winning work in the U.S. rural market. By offering low prices, low-cost financing, and enhanced customer service to small and rural providers, Huawei was able to gain a foothold in the U.S. telecommunications market.

In 2012, the U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence released a report on Huawei and ZTE. The committee expressed concern with Huawei’s ties to the Chinese government and military; Chinese Communist Party involvement in the Huawei organization; China’s support of Huawei as a national champion advancing Chinese national goals; Huawei’s growing presence in telecommunications networks globally; and the potential for espionage. The committee also raised concerns over accusations from U.S. businesses that Huawei engaged in theft of trade secrets and other proprietary data. The committee expressed concern that Huawei could use its presence in telecommunications networks to engage in undetected espionage against the U.S. government and businesses.


91 Ibid., pp. 31-32.

92 Ibid., pp. 13-30.
In 2017, as companies began testing 5G technologies, U.S. officials again raised security concerns with integrating Huawei technologies in U.S. networks and systems. U.S. officials raised specific concerns about a 2017 National Intelligence Law in China, which requires that “any organization or citizen shall support, assist, and cooperate with state intelligence work according to law.” U.S. officials, including members of Congress, expressed concern that the law would require Huawei to turn over data to the Chinese government upon request, an assertion Huawei denies.

### U.S. Government Restrictions on the Use of Huawei Equipment

Starting in 2017, the U.S. government began imposing restrictions on Huawei. It restricted the use of Huawei equipment in DOD networks, prohibited federal agencies from purchasing or using Huawei equipment, prohibited the use of federal grant and loan funds for Huawei equipment, restricted exports to Huawei, and funded the replacement of Huawei equipment in U.S. networks.

### Restrictions on DOD’s Use of Huawei Equipment

At a June 22, 2016, hearing before the House Armed Services Committee, Representative Rogers questioned DOD officials about the department’s use of Huawei equipment. Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Global Security Thomas Atkin stated, “There are currently no Huawei or ZTE products on the DOD Unified Capabilities Approved Products List (APL).” The DOD later clarified, “[t]he fact that a product does not appear on an APL does not mean contractors cannot offer bids or that the government can still select outside the APL. Short of suspension and debarment, federal contractors and vendors are not precluded from competing on DOD contracts.”

---


98 S.Con.Res. 10.


101 Ibid.
not have a clear picture of its own use of Huawei equipment, or clear policies on Huawei use in U.S. networks.

On December 12, 2017, Congress enacted the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2018 (P.L. 115-91). Section 1656(a) directs the Secretary of Defense to certify to congressional defense authorization and appropriations committees whether DOD uses “covered defense telecommunications equipment or services” in its nuclear command, control, and communications, ballistic missile defense, and continuity of government systems. Congress named Huawei equipment as equipment “covered” under the act. Section 1656(b) prohibited the Secretary from procuring or obtaining, or extending or renewing a contract to procure or obtain, any equipment, system, or service that uses Huawei equipment or services as an essential component of that system, effective one year from the date of enactment.

After President Trump signed the FY2018 NDAA into law, DOD officials reported that the department was screening contracts for Huawei equipment and services. In a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on April 19, 2018, Secretary of the Navy Richard Spencer testified the Navy had halted a contract because it found that a division of the company with which DOD was contracting listed Huawei as a joint venture partner. Further, following February 2018 testimony from intelligence officials expressing concern about Huawei devices at a hearing of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, DOD banned the sale of Huawei devices at military exchanges in April 2018 due to reported concerns from military officials that the Chinese government could use the devices to track the movement and location of soldiers. Thus, after the passage of the FY2018 NDAA, DOD increased its efforts to identify and restrict use of Huawei equipment in DOD supply chains and networks, and on military bases.

**Restrictions on Federal Agency Use of Huawei Equipment**

On August 8, 2018, as DOD was drafting rules for implementing Section 1656 of the FY2018 NDAA, Congress passed and the President signed the John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2019 (P.L. 115-232). The law has three major provisions that limit the use of Huawei equipment:

- Section 889(a)(1)(A) prohibits federal agencies from procuring equipment, systems, or services that use “covered” telecommunications equipment or services as a substantial or essential component of a system.
- Section 889(a)(1)(B) prohibits federal agencies from entering into a contract with an entity that uses “covered” equipment, system, or service.

---

102 The Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate; and the Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives.

103 P.L. 115-91, Title XVI, Subtitle D, §1656.


• Section 889(b)(1) of the NDAA prohibits agencies from using federal grants and loans for “covered” telecommunications equipment.

• In the act, Congress defined “covered” equipment as equipment produced by Huawei and other China-based equipment manufacturers that Congress identified as companies that pose a threat to U.S. national security.\(^{107}\) Congress mandated Section 889(a)(1)(A) to take effect August 13, 2019, one year after enactment of the FY2019 NDAA, and Sections 889(a)(1)(B) and Section 889(b)(1) to take effect two years after the date of enactment of the FY2019 NDAA or August 13, 2020.

Similarities and Differences Between FY2018 and FY2019 NDAA

While Section 1656 of the FY2018 NDAA and Section 889(a)(1)(A) of the FY2019 NDAA are similar, there are several notable differences:

• Section 1656 in the NDAA for FY2018 is DOD-specific. It applies to equipment, systems, or services to carry out the DOD nuclear deterrence or homeland defense missions. Section 889 pertains to all federal executive agency systems.

• Section 889 exempts certain activities (e.g., services that enable connections to the facilities of a third party, such as backhaul, roaming, or interconnection arrangements; or telecommunications equipment that cannot route or redirect user data traffic).\(^{108}\) Section 1656 has no such exemptions.

• Section 1656 (b)(2) provides the Secretary of Defense with authority to waive the prohibitions on a case-by-case basis for an additional year if the waiver is in the national interest, and if the Secretary certifies to the congressional committees\(^{109}\) that the Secretary is removing the covered equipment. Section 889 provides agency heads with the authority to issue a one-time waiver to an entity for no more than two years if the entity provides a compelling justification for the additional time; a description of the presence of covered telecommunications equipment or services in its supply chain; and a phase-out plan to eliminate use of such covered equipment, which the agency head must provide to certain

\(^{107}\) P.L. 115-232, §889(f).

\(^{108}\) General Services Administration (GSA), “GSA Implementation of Section 889, Frequently Asked Questions 3.0,” September 21, 2020, at https://www.gsa.gov/edcstatic/Section%20889%20-%20FAQs%2030.pdf. (Backhaul generally means the links between the edge of a network and the core network, such as the link between cell towers and the core network; the links can be wired or wireless. Roaming means the cellular communications received by a visited network when the caller cannot reach the home network, which may occur when there is lack of coverage or because traffic is too high on the home network, and is usually through agreement between the carriers. Interconnection agreements are agreements between two carriers to hand off traffic from customer A’s network to customer B’s network.) See Letter from Christopher D. Roberti, Senior Vice President, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, et al., to Dr. Michael E. Wooten, Administrator, Office of Federal Procurement Policy, Office of Management and Budget, September 14, 2020, at https://www.uschamber.com/assets/archived/images/200914_us_chamber_comment_letter_sec_889_part_b_interim_rule_final_1.0.pdf (stating generally that these activities were exempt to “enable the section 889 prohibition to exist alongside the routine traffic exchanges and interconnection agreements that are necessary for global communications… which carriers are legally obligated to interconnect with (47 U.S.C §251) and offer voice and data roaming to (47 CFR §20.12) other domestic providers that may have covered equipment or services in their networks or facilities.”).

\(^{109}\) As defined in 10 U.S.C., §101(a)(16), which includes the Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate and of the House of Representatives.
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congressional committees.\(^\text{110}\) Section 889 also grants the Director of National Intelligence authority to provide a waiver to an agency, extending the date, if the Director determines the waiver is in the U.S. national security interest.

- Section 1656 lists both the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the Russian Federation as “covered countries.” Section 889 lists only the PRC as a “covered foreign country.”
- Section 1656 defines “covered telecommunications equipment” as equipment produced or provided by Huawei or ZTE, or using such equipment, or from any entity that the Secretary reasonably believes to be owned or controlled by a foreign government. Section 889 names Huawei, ZTE, and three additional companies,\(^\text{111}\) and allows the Secretary of Defense in consultation with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence and Federal Bureau of Investigation to identify other companies controlled by or connected to a foreign government for purposes of this section.

**Benefits and Challenges with Section 1656 and Section 889**

A key benefit of Section 1656 and Section 889 is that they restrict the use of U.S. government funding to foreign companies that the U.S. government determined to have engaged in activities contrary to U.S. national security and foreign policy interests. Additionally, they require U.S. agencies and entities (e.g., grantees, businesses) to gain visibility into their supply chains to identify the presence of untrusted equipment in U.S. networks. Supply chain experts note that visibility into supply chains is the first step in assessing and mitigating security risks.\(^\text{112}\) U.S. agencies have acknowledged the value of the activities required under Sections 1656 and 889. For example, DOD officials supported the provisions, citing challenges they had in gaining visibility into their supply chains during their response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and recognized the value of examining telecommunication supply chains for risks.\(^\text{113}\)

Agencies also recognized the complexity of the task, and expressed concern for the timelines. Before agencies published rules to implement Section 1656 and Section 889, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requested an extension on the timeline.\(^\text{114}\) On June 4, 2019, the then-Acting Director of OMB submitted a legislative proposal to Vice President Pence, for consideration by the Senate in the FY2020 NDAA. The OMB Director requested a two-year extension on implementation of Section 889(a)(1)(B), which prohibits the federal government from contracting with an entity that uses covered equipment, and Section 889(b)(1), which

---

\(^\text{110}\) The term “appropriate congressional committees” is defined in Section 889 as the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, the Committee on Foreign Relations, and the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate; and the Committee on Financial Services, the Committee on Foreign Affairs, and the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform of the House of Representatives.

\(^\text{111}\) The three additional companies are Hytera Communications Corporation, Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Company, and Dahua Technology Company.


\(^\text{114}\) P.L. 115-232, Section 889(f).
prohibits the use of federal grant and loan funds for covered equipment. In a letter to the Vice President, the OMB Director stated,

While the Administration recognizes the importance of these prohibitions to national security, a number of agencies have heard significant concerns from a wide range of potentially impacted stakeholders who would be affected by section 889, which the Administration believes could be addressed with a modified implementation schedule. Challenges that could arise under the current schedule potentially include a dramatic reduction in the available industrial base (including small business suppliers), who will no longer be able to sell to the Government, either because their non-government business is more valuable, or due to the cost of the potential regulatory burdens associated with compliance with subsections (a)(l)(B) and (b)(l).115

The intent of the request, according to a White House spokesperson, was to give federal contractors and grantees, including rural federal grant recipients, “time to extricate themselves from doing business with Huawei and other Chinese tech companies listed in the NDAA.”116 The OMB Director pressed for greater stakeholder engagement, and stated that the “Administration believes, based on feedback from impacted stakeholders, that this additional preparatory work will better ensure the effective implementation of the prohibition without compromising desired security objectives.”117 However, a few days later, Reuters reported that the OMB Director told Congress it could meet the two-year deadline. In a letter to Senator Jim Inhofe, then-chair of the Senate Armed Services Committee, the OMB Director stated, “Congress has made it clear in recent days the importance of implementing the law within the two years provided, and we will,” according to reports from Reuters.118

While OMB focused on implementation of Section 889(b), the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) Council was working on Section 889(a), the acquisition-related restrictions. The FAR Council is the federal body responsible for writing and revising the Federal Acquisition Regulations—policies and procedures federal agencies follow during procurements. The FAR Council is composed of DOD, the General Services Administration (GSA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and OMB, which serves as chair.

On August 13, 2019, the FAR Council published rules implementing Section 889(a)(1)(A)—the rules prohibiting federal agencies from procuring covered equipment.119 The rules, effective immediately, prohibit contractors from providing any equipment, system, or service that uses covered telecommunications equipment or services as a substantial or essential component of any system, or as critical technology as part of any system, unless an exception or a waiver applies. Under the rules, contractors must report any such equipment, systems, or services discovered

during contract performance; the requirement flows down to subcontractors.\textsuperscript{120} As permitted under Section 889, the rules allow agency heads to grant entities a one-time waiver on a case-by-case basis for up to two years; in other circumstances, the DNI may grant a waiver to an agency if the Director determines the waiver is in the U.S. national security interest.\textsuperscript{121}

In the public comment period, vendors and industry associations generally expressed concern with the rules and the timeline. The Professional Services Council (PSC), an association of over 400 companies that provide federal agencies with products and services, said the rules require contractors to engage in a “time-consuming, burdensome and costly exercise” to determine whether products they use are from a banned company.\textsuperscript{122} The U.S. Chamber of Commerce noted that “contractors need a reasonable amount of time to investigate and determine with relative confidence that the equipment in question is actually covered under ... the rule.”\textsuperscript{123}

On December 13, 2019, the FAR Council published a second interim rule, effective immediately, amending the FAR to require contractors to certify annually whether they offer covered equipment, systems, or services to the government, including Huawei equipment or services.\textsuperscript{124} Only contractors who answer affirmatively in their annual certification are required to disclose more information on a contract-by-contract basis.

While the intent of the second interim rule was to reduce regulatory burden, vendors would still need to assess their supply chains to determine whether they offer covered products or services to the government. The FAR Council acknowledged challenges with visibility in the supply chain, noting, “[d]ata on the extent of the presence of the covered telecommunications equipment and services in the global supply chain is extremely limited, as is information as to the costs of removing and replacing covered equipment or services where it does exist.”\textsuperscript{125} Nonetheless, vendors were required to affirm that they conducted a “reasonable inquiry” into whether they use covered equipment or services, and report on covered equipment use annually.\textsuperscript{126}

Industry associations continued to express concerns on implementation challenges. On March 12, 2020, the PSC and the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA), a trade association for the U.S. government and defense industry, wrote a joint letter to Senator Jim Inhofe, Senate Armed Services Committee Chair, expressing concern with the timeline for Section 889(a)(1)(B). This section prohibits federal agencies from entering into a contract with an entity that uses covered equipment, systems, or services. The industry associations requested that Congress extend the timeline on Section 889(a)(1)(B) implementation from August 2020 to February 2021, citing challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. The organizations noted,

Part B will impose significant financial and operational costs on medium and small-sized firms at a moment of substantial uncertainty and hardship. While we agree that Part B addresses a significant problem in defense supply chains, and that additional measures are

\textsuperscript{120} DOD, GSA, and NASA, “Federal Acquisition Regulation: Prohibition on Contracting for Certain Telecommunications and Video Surveillance Services or Equipment,” 84 Federal Register 40216, December 13, 2019.
\textsuperscript{121} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{123} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{124} DOD, GSA, and NASA, “Federal Acquisition Regulation: Prohibition on Contracting for Certain Telecommunications and Video Surveillance Services or Equipment,” 84 Federal Register 68314, December 13, 2019.
\textsuperscript{126} Ibid., p. 42666.
needed to protect DOD information assets from covered equipment, COVID-19 has made the current implementation timeline infeasible.\textsuperscript{127}

In May 2020, Senators Rubio and Cardin urged OMB to consider the impact to small business contractors when crafting guidance or regulations related to Section 889(a)(1)(B).\textsuperscript{128} They asked OMB to provide clear processes and adequate time for small businesses to comply.

DOD officials also expressed concern with the implementation of Section 889. In June 2020, then-Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment Ellen Lord testified that the COVID-19 pandemic required DOD to accelerate its understanding of its supply base, the vendors involved, and whether companies associated with adversaries were key suppliers.\textsuperscript{129} The Under Secretary noted the value in conducting an inquiry into its supply chain, and the difficulty in identifying all suppliers for all components and all tiers of its supply chain; in a subsequent discussion on Section 889(a)(1)(B), the Under Secretary stated Section 889 may have unintended consequences to the Defense Industrial Base, noting, “The thought that somebody six or seven levels down in the supply chain could have one camera in a parking lot, and that would invalidate one of our major primes being able to do business with us, gives us a bit of pause.”\textsuperscript{130}

On July 14, 2020, the FAR Council issued an interim rule implementing Section 889(a)(1)(B).\textsuperscript{131} The new rule took effect August 13, 2020, for all federal agencies and contractors, unless an agency head granted a waiver or there was a previous exemption. Entities had 60 days to provide comments on the interim rule that the Council could consider before it issued final rules.

Some industry stakeholders submitted comments to the FAR Council on the interim rules, seeking clarification on language in Section 889(a)(1)(B) prohibiting an agency head to “enter into a contract … with an entity that uses any equipment, system, or service that uses covered telecommunications equipment” as an essential component of any system. Industry associations appealed to Congress to clarify the language in Section 889(a)(1)(B), including terms such as “uses” and “essential component,” and to allow agencies to grant blanket waivers or extensions, or extend the timeline so that entities had time to reasonably assess use of covered equipment.\textsuperscript{132}

Some in Congress proposed amendments to the FY2021 NDAA to extend the deadlines for compliance with Section 889(a)(1)(B). In June 2020, Senator Ron Johnson proposed an amendment (2193) to the FY2021 NDAA that would have extended the deadline for Section 889(a)(1)(B) compliance to August 2021.\textsuperscript{133} In July 2020, Representative Virginia Foxx proposed

\textsuperscript{127} Letter from Herbert J. Carlisle, General, USAF (Ret.), President and CEO, NDIA, and David J. Berteau, President and CEO, PSC, to U.S. Senator James Inhofe, Senate Armed Services Committee, Chairman, et al., March 31, 2020, at https://www.pscouncil.org/a/Resources/2020/PSC_and_NDIA_Letter_for_Extension_to_NDAA_Section_889_Effective_Date.aspx.


\textsuperscript{130} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{133} Professional Services Council, “Senator Ron Johnson Amendment to the Fiscal Year 2021 NDAA,” June 2020, at
an amendment to Section 889(a)(1)(B) that would have extended the timeline through January 1, 2022.\textsuperscript{134} Congress did not consider either amendment in its deliberations on the FY2021 NDAA.

On August 12, 2020, a day before the effective date, the DOD Under Secretary for Acquisition and Sustainment requested that the DNI Director grant DOD a waiver to the prohibitions listed in Section 889 (a)(1)(B), as permitted under Section 889(d)(2) of the NDAA for FY2019.\textsuperscript{135} The DNI granted DOD a temporary waiver until September 30, 2020. On September 29, 2020, the DNI extended the waiver through September 30, 2022. The waiver allows DOD to continue to execute procurement actions for specified items deemed to be of “low-risk potential”\textsuperscript{136} and necessary to execute the DOD mission, which the DNI asserts is in the national interest.\textsuperscript{137} Further, the DNI requested that DOD provide information and updates on risks related to the waiver and mitigation measures.\textsuperscript{138} DOD is the only agency that received a blanket extension; thus, contractors supplying other agencies are still required to meet the provisions in Section 889(a)(1)(B), unless they receive an individual waiver from an agency.

On January 15, 2021, DOD issued final rules for DOD agencies that included provisions to ensure compliance with Section 1656 and Section 889,\textsuperscript{139} effective immediately.\textsuperscript{140} DOD required its vendors to stipulate annually whether “covered defense telecommunications equipment or services” are included in their product offerings to the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{141} If a vendor answers affirmatively, it must report for each contract with DOD use of any covered equipment or services; DOD extended the reporting from one to three business days and extended the mitigation from 10 to 30 business days.\textsuperscript{142} Generally, failure to submit required information to the government constitutes a breach of contract that can lead to cancellation, termination, and financial consequences. DOD urged contractors to develop a compliance plan that will allow them to submit accurate representations to the government in the course of their offers.\textsuperscript{143}

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{135} Memorandum from John Ratcliffe, Director of National Intelligence, to Ellen M. Lord, Under Secretary for Acquisition and Sustainment, Department of Defense, August 12, 2020, at http://thecgp.org/images/08-12-20_Memo_DNI-Response-to-DOD-Waiver-Request_20-00733_U-FOUO_SIGNED....pdf.

\textsuperscript{136} The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) provided guidance to executive agencies for use when evaluating the risk associated with granting a waiver. Specifically, the ODNI Strategic Supply Chain Security Guidance identifies “high risk” Product Service Codes (PSCs). If the procurement associated with a waiver request contains any “high risk” PSCs, ODNI has instructed that additional scrutiny and analysis should be undertaken before the agency head grants the waiver.

\textsuperscript{137} Memorandum from John Ratcliffe, Director of National Intelligence, to Ellen Lord, Under Secretary for Acquisition and Sustainment, Department of Defense, September 29, 2020, at https://thecgp.org/images/Memo-20-00823_DOD-Request-for-Section-889-Waiver-2.pdf.

\textsuperscript{138} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{140} The DNI granted DOD a waiver through September 30, 2022, to continue to do business with companies that manufacture “low-risk, high-volume” items (e.g., food, clothing, transportation) needed to support DOD’s mission.


\textsuperscript{142} DFARS 252.204-7018, Prohibition on the Acquisition of Covered Defense Telecommunications Equipment or Services, at https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/dars/dfars/html/current/252204.htm#252.204-7018.

\end{footnotesize}
vendors advised their suppliers to ensure they are in full compliance and to convey the requirement down to their suppliers at all tiers of their supply chain.\textsuperscript{144}

Media reports indicate implementation is proving challenging for some businesses, and raising some legal questions.\textsuperscript{145} For example, companies working on international development contracts, where there may be limited choices in terms of telecommunications services, may need to file for a waiver, a process that can reportedly take four to six weeks and delay vendor start dates.\textsuperscript{146} Small businesses may need to hire staff to review supply chains, creating additional cost burdens.\textsuperscript{147} Legal experts advised contractors on extensions, noting that the law allows for an extension on a case-by-case basis that could give vendors until August 13, 2022, to comply.\textsuperscript{148} Other legal analysts advised contractors to conduct “reasonable inquiries” and education of employees and suppliers on a regular basis to ensure compliance.\textsuperscript{149} Some vendors raised legal questions as to whether the U.S. government may be liable for costs incurred by contractors due to required changes to existing contracts.\textsuperscript{150}

The Acquisition Reform Working Group (ARWG)—a stakeholder body composed of large industry associations that provide goods and services to DOD, including the Computing Technology Industry Association Technology Industry Council, NDIA, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, submitted a letter to House and Senate Armed Services Committee leadership on June 15, 2021. The ARWG expressed its support for initiatives to improve DOD systems security, but recommended that in the future Congress require input from stakeholders, a transition period or phased implementation to ensure effective compliance, and specific guidance from agencies, such as a detailed list of covered equipment, alternative equipment, and mitigation techniques.\textsuperscript{151}

**Restrictions on Federal Grants for Huawei Equipment**

As the FAR Council focused on the implementation of Section 889(a)—the acquisition-related provisions in Section 889—OMB created rules for Section 889(b) that prohibit agency heads

\textsuperscript{144} For example, see Memo from Vice President, Corporate Supply Chain, Northrop Grumman, to Northrop Grumman Supply Base, Prohibition on Procurement for Certain Telecommunication and Video Surveillance Services or Equipment, May 18, 2020, at https://www2.northropgrumman.com/suppliers/OASISDocuments/ May2020_%20MemoInterimRulingCommsSurvSupplierComm.pdf.


from obligating or expending grant and loan funds to obtain or enter into a contract to obtain covered equipment, systems, or services. After industry input, OMB refined its grant regulations, added a new section, 2 C.F.R. 200.216, to reflect the Section 889 restrictions, and published final guidance on August 13, 2020, which applies to all U.S. agency grants.

Benefits and Challenges of Grant Restrictions

A benefit of the grant restrictions is that they apply to all federal granting agencies. Granting agencies integrate OMB rules into grant guidance and agreements; grantees incorporate rules into subgrantee agreements. Thus, with one set of rules from OMB, which are applicable to all agencies, there is a greater chance for consistent application of the rules related to prohibitions on covered equipment. Further, with federal grants exceeding $750 billion annually, the restrictions could significantly reduce use of untrusted equipment across many missions (e.g., homeland security, education, overseas programs).

Some agencies have faced challenges implementing Section 889(b) rules, including U.S. agencies that support overseas programs through grants. Recipients of U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) funding reported that “some 70% of missions in Africa and 65% of missions in Asia are apparently relying on service providers with prohibited equipment [e.g., Huawei, ZTE].” USAID, which formed a task force on Section 889(b), surveyed current use of prohibited equipment, and requested an agency-level waiver from the DNI that would allow it, for a limited time, to permit use of affected internet and phone services. The waiver was due to expire on September 30, 2020; USAID obtained a waiver extension through September 30, 2022.

In guidance to grantees, USAID emphasized its waiver does not alter the FAR requirements for contractors to disclose use of covered equipment. Individual contractors seeking a waiver are still required to provide a compelling justification for the additional time to implement the requirements under Section 889, calling for a “full and complete laydown of the presence of covered telecommunications or video surveillance equipment or services in the entity’s supply chain, and a Phase-Out Plan for eliminating the covered equipment or services.” The agency emphasized in guidance to recipients that “it is in the best interest of the contractor to replace covered technology, if it wants to continue to receive U.S. government contracts.” Although Section 889(b)(2) requires agencies to prioritize funding to “rip and replace” covered equipment, USAID stipulates that grant funds can be used to remove and replace covered equipment only when the equipment is used in support of the award.


156 Ibid., p. 5.

157 Ibid.

158 Ibid., p. 4.

Like industry stakeholders, grantees have sought clarity on Section 889(b), asking for a definitive list of banned equipment, processes on waivers, clarification on whether individual projects funded with nonfederal funds must comply, and whether funding is available for replacement equipment.\textsuperscript{160} In May 2021, the U.S. Chief Financial Officers Council (CFOC)—an organization of CFOs and Deputy CFOs of the largest federal agencies, and senior officials from OMB and the Department of the Treasury who work together to improve financial management in the U.S. government—provided additional guidance on Section 889. The CFOC issued a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs), which provided details on covered entities, foreign countries, and equipment; processes for certifying compliance; allowable and unallowable costs; and waivers.\textsuperscript{161}

**Huawei Challenges Section 889 Restrictions in Court**

On March 7, 2019, Huawei challenged the U.S. government in U.S. district court, arguing that Section 889 is unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{162} Among other things, Huawei claimed that the U.S. government inflicted punishment on it through legislation, without provision of the protections of a judicial trial or due process.\textsuperscript{163} In February 2020, the federal court rejected Huawei’s claim, and noted, “What Huawei pejoratively labels as Congress unconstitutionally adjudicating facts is better characterized as a thorough congressional investigation into a potential threat against the nation’s cybersecurity. Congress’s investigation led to the passing of a defense-appropriations bill as a prophylactic response to that threat.”\textsuperscript{164}

**Restrictions on USF Subsidies for Huawei Equipment**

In April 2018, the FCC proposed rules prohibiting the use of the USF monies for purchase of equipment and services from companies that pose a national security risk.\textsuperscript{165} The FCC stated that it issued the rules in response to a letter from lawmakers expressing concern about the use of Huawei equipment in U.S. telecommunications networks,\textsuperscript{166} and to requirements in Section 1656 of the FY2018 NDAA. The USF, a fund the FCC oversees, provides subsidies to telecommunications providers to serve high-cost areas, to make available, without discrimination, communications services at reasonable charges, to all people.\textsuperscript{167}

\textsuperscript{160} For example, see guidance from Brown University, “Compliance Notice,” June 2, 2021, at https://compliance.brown.edu/sites/g/files/dprerj446/files/NDAA_Sec_889_Compliance_Notice_6.2.21.pdf.


\textsuperscript{163} Huawei Technologies USA, Inc., et al. v. The United States of America, et al., 13 (U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas 2019).


\textsuperscript{167} 47 U.S.C. §151.
Benefits and Challenges with USF Restrictions

A key benefit to restrictions on USF subsidies is that they target telecommunications operators, Huawei’s key U.S. customers. Targeting the $8 billion USF fund—a program that subsidizes telecommunications network deployment and upgrade—and offering replacement funds through the Secure and Trusted Communications Networks Reimbursement Program, provides incentives for telecommunications operators to remove untrusted equipment from U.S. networks. Further, restrictions on USF funds, which support small and rural network operators, could eliminate Huawei’s last remaining foothold in the United States, which U.S. officials see as necessary to secure U.S. networks.

A challenge is in implementing the restrictions. In comments to the FCC on the proposed rule, the Rural Wireless Association (RWA) stated many of its members—small and rural wireless network operators—rely on USF subsidies to build out networks and provide services in high-cost areas. The RWA estimated that about 25% of U.S. rural providers use some Huawei equipment, and restricting the use of USF funds could affect network buildout and services in rural areas. The FCC’s proposed rule would, if adopted, “significantly and negatively impact small and rural wireless carriers’ ability to operate,” and the cost of compliance would overwhelm rural operators, according to the RWA. The RWA argued that Section 889(b)(1) restricts use of federal grants and loan funds, not subsidies, and thus should not be applied to USF subsidies.

While the RWA and others contested the FCC’s proposed rule, Congress acted to codify the FCC’s proposed rules, and restrict the use of USF funds for equipment that could pose a national security threat. In March 2020, Congress passed and the President signed the Secure and Trusted Communications Network Act of 2019 (P.L. 116-124). The law requires the FCC to develop a list of covered equipment—that is, equipment that poses a threat to national security—adopt rules to prohibit the use of subsidies administered by the FCC (i.e., USF) for covered equipment, and create a program to make reimbursements to providers to replace covered equipment from networks of small, rural providers. Congress authorized $1 billion to fund the replacement of covered equipment, and stipulated that if the FCC finds $1 billion is not enough to replace the covered equipment, it should notify the appropriate congressional committees.

On June 30, 2020, the FCC designated Huawei and its affiliates, along with several other firms, as covered entities. In September 2020, the FCC announced that, after an extensive data survey of operators, it determined replacement costs to be in the range of $1.8 billion. In December 2020,
in the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (P.L. 116-260), Congress appropriated $1.9 billion for the reimbursement program. The FCC plans to allocate funds to reimburse entities for costs related to the removal and replacement of Huawei and ZTE equipment from U.S. networks.

On July 13, 2021, the FCC adopted final rules for the program to align with the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, amendments, which extends eligibility to carriers with 10 million or fewer customers and authorizes reimbursement to include all communications equipment and services produced or provided by Huawei or ZTE. The FCC announced it would accept applications for reimbursement on October 29, 2021, through January 14, 2022.

On December 21, 2021, the RWA and NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association (NTCA) requested a one-month extension of the filing deadline, stating that “collecting the necessary cell site data, filling out the numerous entries in the location, equipment, and cost estimate excel sheets, and attaching necessary documentation is a massive undertaking that requires substantial work.” The groups noted that the task is particularly challenging for small providers, given their limited workforce, and staffing challenges, especially during the holiday season and due to the COVID-19 Omicron variant. On December 29, 2021, the FCC extended the deadline two weeks, to January 28, 2022.

While U.S. officials see “rip and replace” as necessary to ensure the security of U.S. networks, some small carriers have expressed concern that the task is complex and the directive may disrupt service in rural areas, including 911 service. The president and chief executive officer (CEO) of the Competitive Carriers Association, which represents many smaller and regional carriers, stated, “Directives are being issued with no idea of the complexity. In some cases, our members must replace everything from antennas and remote radio heads (RRHs) down to baseband units (BBUs) and the core without interrupting service. It’s really ‘replace, then rip’ rather than ‘rip and replace’ that is often bandied about inside the Beltway.”

---

176 CRS Insight IN11663, Secure and Trusted Communications Networks Reimbursement Program: Frequently Asked Questions, by Jill C. Gallagher.
180 The organization’s name was the National Telephone Cooperative Association. In 2002. It changed its name to the National Telecommunications Cooperative Association, and is now called NTCA—the Rural Broadband Association.
182 Ibid.
185 Ibid.
The FCC expects to issue funding allocation decisions, based on submitted reimbursement requests, in the second quarter of 2022. Some operators have raised concerns over eligible costs that are not fully covered (e.g., customer equipment such as routers), possible workforce shortages that may affect their ability to install new equipment, and the one-year timeline for implementation.

**Huawei Challenges Restrictions on USF Subsidies**

On July 30, 2020, Huawei petitioned the FCC to reconsider its decision to ban the use of USF funds for Huawei equipment and services; in December 2020, the FCC upheld its decision. On February 8, 2021, Huawei filed a petition in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, challenging the FCC’s decision and authority.

Huawei argued that in its cost-benefit analysis, the FCC ignored the benefits of Huawei’s service to rural U.S. communities; according to Huawei, it exerts competitive pressure on prices in the United States. The company contends that removing its equipment from U.S. networks could create long-term interoperability problems and affect service in rural regions where it is often the sole supplier, and that excluding its equipment could cause some carriers to go out of business, raise prices, widen the digital divide, and slow 5G deployment. In June 2021, the federal court denied Huawei’s petition for review, finding that “the [FCC] reasonably acted within the broad authority Congress gave it to regulate communications.”

**Restrictions on Exports to Huawei**

On May 21, 2019, the DOC Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) published rules that added Huawei and 68 of its non-U.S. affiliates to the Entity List, citing long-standing U.S. government concerns that Huawei has been engaged in activities contrary to national security and foreign policy interests of the United States. DOC stated that Huawei raised sufficient concern, and that prior review of exports, re-exports, or transfers of items, and the possible imposition of conditions or denials on shipments to the listed entities, would enhance BIS’s ability to prevent activities contrary to the national security or foreign policy interests of the United States.

The Entity List specifies the license requirements it imposes on each listed person or entity. BIS imposed a license requirement for all items subject to the Export Administration Regulations.

---
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(EAR), which comprises most U.S.-made products, including technology and software, and certain foreign-produced items, such as items that contain a certain percentage of controlled U.S.-origin content, and items that are a “direct product” of controlled U.S. technologies. Under the rules, the export, re-export, or transfer of any such item to Huawei or its listed affiliates requires a license; however, BIS adopted a license review policy of “presumption of denial,” meaning that it is unlikely to approve such license applications.

On May 22, 2019, DOC created a temporary general license (TGL), effective May 20, 2019, that temporarily authorized engagement in “certain transactions, involving the export, re-export, or transfer of items subject to the EAR”; the TGL allowed U.S. companies to temporarily provide certain products and services to Huawei and its affiliates. The TGL allowed for some exports from U.S. parties to Huawei to “assure the continued secure operation of portions of telecommunications systems while allowing time for affected companies and persons to identify and shift to other sources of equipment, software, and technology.” It allowed U.S. software providers that support Huawei to send software patches to ensure networks and devices are secure; gave U.S. companies that supply component parts to Huawei time to adjust their business strategy; and allowed rural carriers to export U.S. items to Huawei and its affiliates.

On May 15, 2020, BIS issued interim rules tightening restrictions on Huawei and its affiliates. The restrictions apply to certain foreign-made items produced or developed by Huawei that are a direct product of certain controlled U.S. technologies and software, or a direct product of a plant outside the United States where the plant itself uses certain controlled U.S. technologies and software. DOC noted that while companies seeking to export U.S. items to Huawei and its affiliates are required to obtain a license, “Huawei has continued to use U.S. software and technology to design semiconductors, undermining the national security and foreign policy purposes of the Entity List by commissioning their production in overseas foundries using U.S. equipment.”

Karen M. Sutter.

For items subject to the EAR, see 15 C.F.R. §734.3. For a list of BIS-controlled items (also called the Commerce Control list, or CCL), see 15 C.F.R. §774.

Also known as the de minimis rules, see 15 C.F.R. §734.4.

See 15 C.F.R. §736.2(b)


On August 21, 2019, BIS published an extension of the temporary general license (TGL), effective August 19, 2019, that extended the validity of the TGL another 90 days, through November 18, 2019, and added 46 additional affiliates to the Entity List. BIS extended the TGL for another 90 days, through February 16, 2020, then again through April 1, 2020, then May 15, 2020, and then through August 13, 2020, when the TGL expired.


and software are destined for specified entities (i.e., Huawei and its affiliates). In its rules, DOC provided some time for entities to adjust, allowing foundries to continue shipments without a license until September 14, 2020.\textsuperscript{206}

On August 17, 2020, DOC issued final rules, tightening restrictions on Huawei.\textsuperscript{207} First, DOC added 38 Huawei affiliates to the Entity List, “because they present a significant risk of acting on Huawei’s behalf contrary to the national security or foreign policy interests of the United States.”\textsuperscript{208} Second, DOC allowed the TGL to expire, discontinuing its approval for transactions supporting continued operations of networks and for support and service of Huawei devices; DOC allowed companies to continue to engage in cybersecurity research and vulnerability disclosures involving Huawei. Third, DOC tightened restrictions on foreign-produced items.

DOC amended its rules to close loopholes that Huawei was using to obtain advanced chipsets, such as leveraging overseas foundries that use U.S. software or technology to design and develop its advanced chips,\textsuperscript{209} and shipping chips directly to the end-user avoid requirements for a license for items produced or developed by Huawei.\textsuperscript{210} The August rules impose a license requirement on foreign-made items (1) when the item is produced using certain controlled U.S. technology and software, or produced in a plant that uses such technology and software, and (2) when there is knowledge the item will be incorporated into the “production or development of any part, component, or equipment produced, purchased, or ordered” by Huawei or its affiliates, or when they are a party to such transactions (e.g., a purchaser, end-user).

In its August 2020 rules, BIS adopted a “presumption of denial” license review policy. However, it also noted that “[s]ophistication and capabilities of technology in items is a factor in license application review,” and that it would review on a case-by-case basis license applications for items capable of supporting the development or production of telecom systems, equipment, and devices below the 5G level (e.g., 3G, 4G).\textsuperscript{211} Thus, while the rules restricted Huawei’s access to U.S.-made semiconductors and foreign-produced semiconductors made with U.S. technologies, and tightened restrictions on advanced (e.g., 5G) chipsets specifically, they allowed some flexibility for BIS to approve transactions for less-advanced (e.g., 3G, 4G) technologies.

In December 2020, DOC placed additional entities, including Chinese chipmaker Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC), a supplier of Huawei, on the Entity List. DOC added SMIC and 10 of its affiliates due to “evidence of activities between SMIC and entities of concern in the Chinese military industrial complex.”\textsuperscript{212} The rules limit SMIC’s ability to acquire
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certain U.S. technology by requiring companies seeking to export such technologies to SMIC to apply for a license (i.e., gain approval) to sell to the company. DOC stipulated that items uniquely required to produce advanced semiconductors are subject to a presumption of denial “to prevent such key enabling technology from supporting China’s military modernization efforts.”213 In the rules, DOC adopted a presumption of denial policy for items uniquely required to produce more advanced technologies (e.g., 5G chips), but allowed for case-by-case review for all other items.214

Market analysts say that placing SMIC on the Entity List could “choke China’s semiconductor supply chain,” affect its ability to develop and produce advanced (5G) semiconductors used in smartphones and network equipment, and affect Huawei’s smartphone business.215 Some analysts contend that restricting SMIC’s access to U.S. technologies and equipment could accelerate Chinese efforts to develop its chip-making capabilities.216 In December 2021, Chinese media reported that Huawei’s CEO stated it is continuing to invest in its flagship smartphones; however, with restrictions limiting its access to U.S. chipsets and technologies, the next release (expected in 2022) would use Huawei’s HarmonyOS operating system (replacing Google Android), and would not have 5G capability, but would instead use 4G chipsets. The CEO noted that its Shanghai R&D Center is working to bring 5G chipsets to Huawei smartphones in the future, but did not provide specific dates.217

**Benefits and Challenges in Restrictions on Exports**

In its May 2019 Public Notice adding Huawei to the Entity List, DOC identified Huawei as an entity acting contrary to the national security and foreign policy interests of the United States, citing the indictment filed by DOJ in January 2019, charging Huawei and its officials with financial fraud, sanctions violations, obstruction of justice, and other offenses.218 DOC asserts that the restrictions on exports to Huawei enhance DOC’s ability to prevent activities contrary to the national security or foreign policy interests of the United States—a key benefit of the restrictions on exports.219 There is bipartisan support in Congress for restrictions on exports, without exceptions, to limit U.S. exports to a company that the U.S. government has identified as engaging in activities contrary to U.S. national security and foreign policy interests.220
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A key challenge to restrictions on exports is in balancing U.S. national security interests with U.S. economic interests, including potential losses to U.S. businesses that supply Huawei with parts. At its 2018 Core Supplier Convention, Huawei reported that 33 of its top 92 suppliers are U.S. companies. In 2018, Huawei reported that it had purchased $70 billion in parts from 13,000 global suppliers, including about $11 billion in products from U.S. businesses, such as semiconductors from Qualcomm and Broadcom, and software from Microsoft and Google.

In 2018, Goldman Sachs assessed the revenues of Huawei’s U.S. suppliers (examining the percentage of their revenues that come from Huawei), and their exposure should business with Huawei cease or diminish (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. U.S. Suppliers to Huawei (2018)](https://fingfx.thomsonreuters.com/gfx/editorcharts/USA-CHINA-HUAWEI/0H001GSE93H2/index.html)


*Notes: This graphic shows some U.S. suppliers to Huawei, created after the arrest of Huawei’s Chief Financial Officer (CFO) in December 2018. Goldman Sachs, the investment firm, used company data (Q32018) to determine U.S. firms’ revenues from Huawei (in yuan) and their exposure to risk if that business were to cease or diminish. Reuters created this graphic from the Goldman Sachs data. The yearly average exchange rate in 2018 for converting Chinese Yuan to U.S. Dollars was 6.620, per the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Pct=percent.*

In May 2019, after DOC added Huawei to the Entity List, many U.S. telecommunications technology companies that supply Huawei with component parts adjusted their revenue projections. The adjustments provide some insight into the business relationships and interdependencies between U.S. firms and Huawei.

For example, Qorvo Inc., a U.S. chipmaker and provider of wireless technology solutions, reported that sales to Huawei and its affiliates accounted for approximately $469 million or 15% of its total revenue in its fiscal year ending March 30, 2019. Due to restrictions on exports, it

---


expected a $50 million loss in revenue in the first quarter of 2020 (April to June 2019).\textsuperscript{224} Analog Devices Inc., a large U.S. chipmaker, projected a decline in revenue for its third quarter (June to August 2019) that fell below what some financial analysts expected, due to an estimated $60 million in lost sales to Huawei.\textsuperscript{225} Lumentum Holdings Inc., which makes advanced optical networking products, reported in May 2019 that Huawei represented 18\% of its total revenue in its third quarter of 2019, ending March 30, 2019.\textsuperscript{226} It projected its fourth-quarter revenue for 2019 (April to June 2019) at $405 million to $425 million; in May 2019, the company adjusted its fourth-quarter revenue, projecting revenues in the range of $375 million to $390 million, due to restrictions on sales to Huawei.\textsuperscript{227} In June 2019, U.S. chipmaker Broadcom—a supplier to Huawei—projected that it would make $2 billion less in annual sales due to the restrictions on exports; it reduced its 2019 end-year revenue forecast from $24.5 billion to $22.5 billion.\textsuperscript{228}

U.S. companies and industry associations expressed their concerns to the Trump Administration about the restrictions. On July 1, 2019, Bloomberg reported that the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) met with the Commerce and Treasury Secretaries to convey that the restrictions would hurt the U.S. semiconductor industry by cutting off access to their largest market and hurting their ability to invest in R&D, and U.S. national and economic security.\textsuperscript{229} In response to industry concerns, the Trump Administration loosened some restrictions on exports. In July 2019, President Trump, in a press conference at the conclusion of the G-20 summit in Japan, mentioned U.S. businesses were “not exactly happy” with the restrictions and announced he would allow certain exports to Huawei.\textsuperscript{230} In August 2019, DOC extended the TGL for 90 days, permitting certain transactions with Huawei to continue through November 2019.

Many U.S. companies noted the complexities and uncertainties of the restrictions in their quarterly financial statements.\textsuperscript{231} Some companies reported publicly that they had halted sales to
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\textsuperscript{231} See, for example, Qualcomm, Form 10-Q, July 31, 2019, p. 57, at https://investor.qualcomm.com/sec-filings/quarterly-reports?form_type=&year=2019. (See “Risks Related to Our Businesses,” where Qualcomm states: “Import/export regulations, such as the U.S. Export Administration Regulations administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce, are complex, change frequently, have generally become more stringent over time and have intensified under the current U.S. administration. If our customers or suppliers fail to comply with these regulations, we may be required to suspend activities with these customers or suppliers, which could negatively impact our results of operations. Additionally, we may be required to incur significant expense to comply with, or to remedy violations of,
Huawei, and were assessing the impact of the restrictions on their revenues, examining the TGL to determine what they could legally sell to Huawei, and were preparing to submit license applications that would permit longer-term sales of some products to Huawei.232

While SIA warned that restricting sales to Huawei would hurt the U.S. telecommunications technology industry and impact U.S. national and economic security,233 some Members of Congress expressed concern that lifting the restrictions, as President Trump planned, would create national security risks. In a letter to President Trump dated November 21, 2019, a group of 10 lawmakers urged the President to suspend approval of licenses, and take steps to “ensure Congress is appropriately informed about the license approval process and related national security implications going forward.”234 In November 2020, Representative Michael McCaul, ranking member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, in a letter to the Commerce Secretary, also requested detailed information on licenses to assess the implementation of the restrictions, and fulfill Congress’s duty to protect U.S. national security.235 Although license information is deemed confidential under Section 1761(h) of the Export Control Reform Act of 2018 (P.L. 115-232), Representative McCaul noted that license information had appeared in the press, and thus should be released to Congress.236

For example, in November 2019, the Washington Post reported information it received from industry sources, which stated that DOC approved the first licenses, authorizing exports to listed entities; DOC approved one-quarter of 300 license applications submitted, according to the Post.237 In March 2021, Reuters reported that, based on DOC documents it had seen, between 2019 and 2020, DOC approved licenses for companies to sell $87 billion worth of goods to Huawei, and that licenses had a term of four years.238 According to Reuters, in the month of
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January 2021, DOC denied 116 licenses worth $119 billion and approved four worth $20 million; 300 applications worth $296 million were still pending in January 2021.\(^{239}\)

In October 2021, the House Foreign Affairs Committee requested licensing information from DOC and published it.\(^{240}\) From November 9, 2020, to April 20, 2021, U.S. companies submitted 169 license requests to sell products to Huawei. DOC approved 113 licenses worth $61 billion; DOC returned 48 licenses worth $28 million with no further action, and denied two licenses worth $57 million.\(^{241}\) The documents show that while DOC instituted restrictions in May 2019, it continued to allow some exports to Huawei—first under the TGL and then through individual licenses. Thus, both the Trump and Biden Administrations issued approvals on sales of products to Huawei, which some Members of Congress assert are contrary to U.S. national security and foreign policy objectives. Consequently, Congress has pressed for greater transparency into and reporting on licenses, license criteria, and approvals.\(^{242}\)

The restrictions affected U.S. businesses in different ways. Some companies halted sales to Huawei, while others continued to export certain items to Huawei under the TGL or through longer-term licenses. Nonetheless, many U.S. companies saw reductions in sales and revenues because of the restrictions on exports to Huawei. For example, North Carolina-based Qorvo, Inc., reported that it received a license to sell some products to Huawei; however, in October 2021, Qorvo reported Huawei accounted for less than 5% of its revenue for the year ending 2021 (down from 15% in 2019).\(^{243}\) Since then, Qorvo appears to have shifted its focus to emerging technologies to offset loss in revenue, reporting success in sales of gallium nitride (GaN) semiconductors and 5G base stations.\(^{244}\)

Other firms have reported they are no longer doing business with Huawei, but have increased business outside of China and expanded their work in emerging technologies to offset losses in revenue. Cree, a North Carolina-based chipmaker and provider of wireless technologies, noted in 2019 that sales to Huawei generated $15 million a quarter for the company.\(^{245}\) In August 2019, after DOC added Huawei to the Entity List, Cree’s CEO stated the restrictions created uncertainties for the business, “because a substantial portion of the semiconductor market is in China, and a substantial percentage of the growth is there as well.”\(^{246}\) In August 2020, Cree (now Wolfspeed) reported it was no longer doing business with Huawei, but was able to repurpose products intended for Huawei, and increase its business outside of China, which helped to offset losses.\(^{247}\) It also invested in GaN and silicon carbide semiconductors, and in October 2021
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announced it had entered into a strategic supplier agreement with General Motors (GM) to provide silicon carbide chips for GM’s electric vehicle programs.248

Other companies saw slowed growth after DOC announced the restrictions. In September 2019, after California-based Broadcom projected a $2 billion reduction in revenues due to the restrictions on exports, the CEO noted in a quarterly earnings call that it is managing business “with an expectation that we will continue to operate in a very low growth uncertain macro environment for the foreseeable future.”249 In December 2019, Broadcom financial reports indicated that its revenues diminished, due to restrictions on sales to Huawei, but were slightly higher than the $22.5 billion projected ($22.597 billion), driven by increased 5G deployments.250 Its rate of growth in terms of revenues year-over-year had slowed from 18.21% in 2018 to 8.39% in 2019 to 5.71% in 2020, due in part to the restrictions, according to some market analysts.251 In September 2021, the CEO stated its revenues were up 16.44% year-over-year for the quarter, which he attributed to upticks in sales to global network operators deploying 5G networks, increased demand from business customers and device makers, and strategic investments in software and cloud services that helped to offset restrictions on sales of semiconductors.252 Like other firms, Broadcom saw gains in other areas, which helped to offset some of the loss in revenue.

Some U.S. chipmakers saw loss of market share. In March 2021, industry analysts from the consulting firm Omdia reported that Taiwan’s Mediatek surpassed California-based Qualcomm as the world’s largest supplier of chips for smartphones, which some market analysts attribute to U.S. government restrictions on the sale of supplies to Huawei.253 In September 2021, Counterpoint Research, a technology market research firm, reported that Mediatek continues to gain market share, capturing a 43% share of the global smartphone System on Chip market in the second quarter of 2021 compared to a 35% share in the first quarter of 2021, while Qualcomm accounted for 24% market share in the second quarter of 2021, compared to 29% in the previous quarter.254

In some cases, U.S. firms may benefit from the restrictions by potentially gaining market share once held by Huawei. As the leading global supplier of network switching equipment, California-
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based Cisco Systems could increase its global market share,\textsuperscript{255} as the United States and potentially other foreign governments restrict use of Huawei equipment in telecommunications networks and business systems.\textsuperscript{256} Companies that receive U.S. government licenses to do business with Huawei, such as California-based Intel, may also gain market share.\textsuperscript{257}

Other U.S. companies have shifted strategies to offset losses in revenue. For example, California-based Marvell Technology reported an 11% decline in revenues in the first quarter of its FY2020 (February 2019 to May 2019) due to export restrictions, according to analysts at BMO Capital Markets.\textsuperscript{258} Marvell pivoted to 5G technologies, data centers, and storage solutions for telecom operators, and collaborated with 5G telecom equipment makers (e.g., Ericsson, Nokia, and Samsung) to support 5G deployments. In its June 2021 earnings call, Marvell reported it “delivered the fourth straight quarter of double-digit year-on-year revenue growth despite industry-wide supply constraints that have tightened considerably over the same time period.”\textsuperscript{259}

Some U.S. companies were hard-hit by the restrictions. In October 2020, California-based Neophotonics, which derived more than 40% of its revenues from Huawei in 2018, announced cost-cutting measures, including reductions in its workforce by approximately 4%.\textsuperscript{260} In November 2021, Lumentum announced plans to acquire Neophotonics for $918 million to strengthen its offerings in high-speed optical components for cloud and telecom network infrastructure, including 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), and next-generation networks.\textsuperscript{261}

While the restrictions on exports limit Huawei’s access to U.S. technologies—to prevent it from engaging in activities that are contrary to U.S. national security and foreign policy interests—they have also resulted in reduced revenues for some U.S. businesses, which some business groups warn could lead to reduced investments in R&D and diminished competitiveness of U.S. firms.\textsuperscript{262} A challenge for Congress is in balancing U.S. national and economic security interests.


Considerations for Congress

In response to concerns about Huawei and other Chinese telecommunications firms, the 117th Congress has enacted legislation to protect U.S. networks, and proposed legislation to address implementation challenges, ensure security of U.S. networks and supply chains, protect U.S. competitiveness in the global telecommunications market, and improve global network security. The following section discusses challenges raised by these issues and proposals to address those challenges.

Ensuring Security of U.S. Networks

Congress may seek to assess the effectiveness of these policies, programs, and restrictions to determine whether they are making U.S. networks more secure.

Challenges Assessing Impact of Restrictions

Since implementation of U.S. policies related to Huawei is still underway, it is difficult to assess their impact on network security. For example, while DOC added Huawei to the Entity List in May 2019, it permitted billions of dollars in sales of technology to Huawei under the TGL and individual licenses through at least April 2021. Additionally, while many agencies have implemented rules to restrict federal agency purchases of Huawei equipment, in some cases, such as with DOD, timelines for compliance were extended, which would affect an assessment of impact. Finally, the Reimbursement Program, while funded in December 2020, is set to release funding in the first quarter of 2022; thus, Congress may not see the removal of Huawei equipment from U.S. networks until 2023 or later. As a result, Congress may not see the full impact of restrictions for several years.

Congress could hold oversight hearings with a wide array of agencies and their stakeholders (e.g., contractors, grantees, overseas vendors, small businesses, universities) on their progress in implementing the existing restrictions, challenges, and impact on U.S. network security.

Congress may gain some insight on implementation of Section 889 through oversight hearings and reports required under Section 889. Section 889 requires entities seeking a waiver (e.g., extended time to comply), to provide the federal contracting agency with a full and complete description of the presence of covered equipment in its network and a phase-out plan, which the federal agency must provide to the congressional oversight committees. Congress could use these reports to gain insight into Huawei use, and to inform future policies regarding Huawei.

Congress may also monitor implementation through review of DOC licenses. Legislation in the 117th Congress proposes greater transparency to enable Congress to monitor transactions with Huawei. H.R. 1595 would prohibit DOC from removing Huawei (or its subsidiaries or affiliates) from the Entity List unless DOC certifies that Huawei (1) has not engaged in activities that are contrary to U.S. national security or foreign policy interests; and (2) is not owned, controlled, or influenced by the Communist Party of China. The bill would also require DOC to submit a monthly report identifying and describing all license applications and approvals. Through greater transparency, Congress may be in a better position to assess the implementation and effectiveness of U.S. restrictions on exports to Huawei, and their impact on U.S. network security.

Challenges in Identifying and Addressing Continually Emerging Risks

A key challenge rests in the fact that the U.S. network is part of a larger interconnected global network; thus, a breach of one network could affect all others. Experts assert that removing
Huawei equipment from U.S. networks may remove some risks, but that other risks remain. Former FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler agrees that Huawei equipment poses a risk to U.S. network infrastructure due to its ties to the Chinese government, its theft of trade secrets, and obligations to assist the Chinese government with intelligence work, but argues that “keeping Chinese hardware out of most U.S. network infrastructure does not equate to successfully preventing foreign espionage or sabotage of those networks…. The internet, after all, is about the interconnection of disparate networks; keeping Chinese hardware out does not translate into keeping Chinese-originated digital code out.”

Wheeler asserts that foreign adversaries have exploited non-Chinese telecommunications infrastructure, and that the U.S. government should remain focused on promoting an open economic model and leading 5G cybersecurity standards, S. 1260, which passed the Senate in June 2021, would address some of these issues, providing funding to bolster the U.S. semiconductor industry, create test beds for open, interoperable network solutions, and support 5G R&D and domestic and international efforts to secure the information and communications technology (ICT) supply chain and global networks.

An ongoing challenge in ensuring network security is the fact that new companies and technologies continually enter the market, which may present new risks to networks. Congress may be interested in continual monitoring and oversight of U.S. network security through hearings or investigative reports. Congress hears from U.S. intelligence agencies on network security concerns in annual hearings. Other agencies and advisory councils that study network security may also provide useful information to Congress. For example, the National Security Technical Advisory Council to the President (NSTAC) provides recommendations to the President on network security. The FCC Communications Security, Reliability, and Interoperability Council (CSRIC) provides reports on aspects of network security. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) works with federal agencies to help ensure federal networks are secure. Hearings that include interagency advisory committees may help Congress gain awareness of network security issues and mitigation recommendations, which may inform future policies aimed at securing U.S. and global networks.

In the past, Congress has gained insight on entities posing security risks through hearings and investigations. Congress first documented its concerns about Huawei in the 2012 HPSCI investigative report. While Congress did not restrict use of Huawei equipment at the time, the report signaled to U.S. telecommunications providers that Congress was concerned with Huawei’s ties to the Chinese government and its business practices. Major U.S. telecom operators noted that they opted not to use the equipment in their networks because of the concerns raised in the 2012 report, and were not as affected by the restrictions on Huawei use.

Thus, while the 2012 report identified entities of concern, it did not recommend or impose restrictions on use, timelines for transitioning away from untrusted equipment, or actions for businesses. As a result, smaller U.S. operators and other entities (e.g., universities) made
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265 For example, Open Radio Access Network (ORAN) architecture would allow operators to move away from single-vendor network solutions and toward open, interoperable architectures that would enable operators to select component parts from various vendors. A security advantage would be that if one part posed security risks, it could be replaced with the equipment of another vendor without replacement of the entire network.

decisions to use the equipment. Thus, identifying the entity of risk may not halt its use; education, mitigation strategies, or restrictions may be needed to address security risks from entities or equipment that poses a threat to U.S. networks.

Since 2017, Congress has identified foreign adversaries in legislation and restricted use of equipment from listed entities; however, the list has varied in individual legislation and agency implementation. For example, Section 1656 of the FY2018 NDAA lists both the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the Russian Federation as covered countries, while Section 889 of the FY2019 NDAA lists only the PRC as a covered foreign country. Similarly, while the DOC Entity List covers Huawei and its more than 150 affiliates, the FCC “covered” list includes only Huawei and no affiliates. Further, multiple lists of entities and equipment are emerging, such as the DOC Entity List, FCC covered list, DHS National Risk Management Center list of equipment categories that may pose a risk, and the DOD List of Chinese Military Companies. Having multiple lists of countries, entities, and equipment that pose a threat to U.S. national security may present challenges to agencies and vendors and may hinder effective implementation.

Further, while there are lists of foreign adversaries, covered entities, affiliates, and equipment, the lists reside in multiple agencies. Responsibilities are dispersed across federal agencies. For example, Executive Order 13873 assigns responsibility to the Commerce Secretary to coordinate with other agencies to identify and mitigate risks posed by transactions; the DNI to continue to assess ICT threats; and the DHS Secretary to assess and identify entities, hardware, software, and services that pose the greatest potential consequences to U.S. national security. Legislation in the 117th Congress (H.R. 2685) would require DOC’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration to examine and report on the cybersecurity of mobile service networks and their vulnerability to cyberattacks. Another bill (H.R. 4067) would require the FCC’s CSRIC to provide biennial reporting to the FCC, Congress, and the public on recommendations to improve network security.

While some applaud the whole of government approach to assessing, identifying, and addressing risks, others, including some Members of Congress, have recognized a need to clarify governance responsibilities with regard to network security, to “ensure the United States can mount coordinated and efficient responses to security incidents and also identify new risks.”

Ensuring U.S. Competitiveness

Some scholars assert the restrictions on trade with Huawei could backfire, and hurt U.S. businesses, the U.S. economy, and U.S. competitiveness. These scholars assert that the global telecommunications market is interdependent, with “coupled global networks of trade, production, knowledge, innovation, finance, regional and global institutions, and security,” and that the “global system generates shared benefits for cooperation, [and] shared costs for non-cooperation.” Some foreign policy experts assert there are economic and diplomatic tools that could ensure security of networks and counter Huawei’s growth and dominance in the global


telecommunications market. They say deep engagement and a “coordinated and well-funded effort to enhance U.S. competitiveness” are better able to protect national security, foreign policy, and economic interests than trade restrictions.270

Some policymakers have called for a government-led assessment of ICT markets, so the U.S. government has a better sense of companies leading the market. For example, H.R. 4028 would direct the Secretary of Commerce to submit to Congress within one-year a report analyzing the state of economic competitiveness of trusted vendors in the ICT supply chain, identify which components or technologies are critical or vulnerable, and identify components or technologies on which U.S. networks depend. It would also require the Commerce Secretary to submit to Congress a strategy to ensure the competitiveness of trusted vendors in the United States.

Some analysts suggest the U.S. government could help U.S. businesses advance 5G technologies through funding for R&D, low-cost financing for product development, policies and programs to help small businesses bring 5G products to market faster, and export credits for firms seeking to sell products globally.271 They, and some lawmakers, argue government intervention may be necessary to compete with Huawei—a multinational conglomerate that leverages low-cost state-supported financing and other Chinese government subsidies and policies to undercut competitors’ prices.272 Scholars at the ITIF have encouraged the Biden Administration to document China’s unfair trade practices, including Huawei’s domestic market guarantees and state-supported financing that enables Huawei to undercut competitor pricing, and decide whether the United States should bring any of these concerns before the WTO for action.273

In the 117th Congress, Members have introduced legislation to provide U.S. government funding to the telecommunications industry for R&D on advanced technologies and 5G applications, to assure U.S. leadership and competitiveness in the global telecommunications industry. Experts assert that federal funding for R&D could counter China’s investment in its domestic telecommunications technology firms, including Huawei, which invests heavily in R&D. In order to increase the competitiveness of U.S. businesses in the global 5G market, some scholars call for increased funding from the U.S. government for the semiconductor industry, 5G deployment, development of 5G “use cases” U.S. businesses can offer globally,274 and 6G technologies.275 The U.S. Innovation and Competition Act (S. 1260), which passed the Senate on June 8, 2021, would fund investment in U.S.-based semiconductor fabrication facilities and equipment, and test beds

270 Ibid.
271 Center for Strategic and International Studies, Accelerating 5G in the United States, March 2021, at https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/210301_Lewis_Accelerating_5G_0.pdf?kIP.hknBLh2uBCPMkxs5_wRNzFiMbdO.
274 Some, including Huawei’s founder, see the development of 5Guse cases (e.g., smart cars, private networks for businesses, consumer applications) and Internet of Things technologies (e.g., sensors, wearable devices) that will run on 5G networks as phase 2 of 5G. These systems and devices are expected to generate new revenues for companies. See Yuan Yang, James Kynge, Sue-Lin Wong, and Nian Liu, “Huawei Founder Predicts Internet of Things Is Next US Battle,” Financial Times, July 3, 2019, at https://www.ft.com/content/71616851-9b8d-11e9-9c06-a4640c9f2eeb.
275 Center for Strategic and International Studies, Accelerating 5G in the United States, March 2021, at https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/210301_Lewis_Accelerating_5G_0.pdf?kIP.hknBLh2uBCPMkxs5_wRNzFiMbdO.
for open, interoperable network solutions, 276 5G R&D, and domestic and international efforts to secure the wireless communication supply chain and global networks.

Some analysts call for U.S. government leadership, coordination, and funding for 6G, both domestically and internationally, which they assert could help the United States lead 6G standards and technology development. 277 Experts suggest that the U.S. government should target funding to 6G technologies through U.S. government funding of government R&D projects, R&D centers at universities, and tax incentives to support private-sector investment in R&D focused on 6G technologies to ensure the U.S. companies are positioned to be competitive in 6G. 278 Engagement in 6G development and standards setting could help ensure that U.S. interests and values are represented and U.S. national security and foreign policy interests are protected in 6G standards development organizations. In the 117th Congress, H.R. 4045 would require the FCC to create a 6G Task Force of government, industry representatives, and public interest groups to submit a report to Congress on 6G opportunities and challenges.

### Ensuring Secure Global Networks and Communications

Some analysts encourage continued formation of international coalitions to advance security requirements and agreements through standards development and other international organizations (e.g., the International Telecommunication Union). International coordination on 5G security began under the Trump Administration, through such efforts as the Prague Proposals, where 22 nations agreed on a set of security recommendations for 5G networks, 279 and the State Department’s Clean Networks initiative. 280 The Biden Administration is engaging allies and partners in 5G security and training and education on 5G security, and sharing approaches and options for restricting use of untrusted equipment, including Huawei. 281

Some analysts urge the U.S. government to expand 282 funding and financing of secure 5G networks globally. 283 The Transatlantic Telecommunications Security Act (H.R. 3344) would authorize the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) to provide financing

---

276 For example, ORAN architecture would allow operators to move away from single-vendor network solutions and toward open, interoperable architectures that would enable operators to select component parts from various vendors. A security advantage would be that if one part posed security risks, it could be replaced with the equipment of another vendor without replacement of the entire network.


for 5G network development to U.S. allies and partners in Central and Eastern Europe for networks that do not incorporate technology that poses security risks, such as Huawei equipment.

Conclusion

The U.S. government has taken steps to remove Huawei from U.S. networks, restrict exports to Huawei, and cease providing Huawei—an entity identified as engaging in activities contrary to U.S. national security and foreign policy interests—with essential parts that it needs to grow and expand globally. In the short term, Congress may focus on monitoring the implementation of policies and restrictions to increase their effectiveness and mitigate unintended impacts on U.S. agencies and businesses. In the long term, options for Congress include assessing the impact of the restrictions on security of U.S. networks and supply chains, retaining or refining restrictions against Huawei to protect foreign policy interests, and investing in U.S businesses and industries to advance U.S. economic interests and competitiveness.
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